Earth
A selection of charts and data visualisations from
The Little Book of Data on the threats to natural capital and
how we can protect the planet

Still learning about our planet

DNA sequencing: Radically changing our understanding
of the Tree of Life and diversity of microbes
Organisms were classified by their appearance for more than 100 years, but DNA sequencing is revealing new relationships. Some
things believed to be closely related are not, and the range of life forms that cannot be seen by the human eye is much larger than
first thought. This new version of the Tree of Life shows organisms within the three major domains of life: bacteria, archaea and
eukaryotes. Major lineages within each group are categorised by colour.

Archaea
Single-celled organisms without cell
nucleus, similar to but evolutionarily
distinct from bacteria

Eukaryotes
Cells with DNA contained
within a distinct nucleus
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Major lineage lacking isolated representative

PVC superphylum
Includes three superphylum
distinguished by cell wall formation

Bacteria
Single-celled organisms
without cell nucleus or
any other structures
surrounded by
membranes

Candidate phyla radiation
Mostly uncultivated bacteria, only known
from metagenomics but thought to account
for up to one quarter of all bacterial diversity
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Living beyond our means

Using too much, delivering too little
Human activity is becoming increasingly unsustainable. In just over two decades, we have doubled the output of physical goods
and materials, but diminished the ability of the natural world to replenish and restore itself.
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“Nature is our home. Good economics
demands we manage it better.”
Professor Sir Partha Dasgupta
University of Cambridge
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Creating super-sized pollution threats
Dispersal of plastic debris

Million metric tonnes

1907
Bakelite, first fully
synthetic material, arrives
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1950
2m Mt

1957
Sputnik 1, first artificial satellite,
sends plastic into space

2022
UN Environment
Assembly pledges
to create the first
binding treaty on
plastic pollution
by 2024

2017
438m Mt
2000
213m Mt

2014
Microplastics
found in North
Pole, within Arctic
ice cores

2015
In the Atacama
Desert, Chile, in
pellets from
turkey vultures

2019
Close to the peak of Mt. Everest,
Nepal, 8,382 metres above sea level

2021
In marine life near
Tristan da Cunha,
the world’s most
remote inhabited
island

2022
In human blood

2019
10,972 metres deep in
the South Pacific Ocean
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Where will transition metals come from?
Copper usage in electric vehicles

Striving for net zero is expected to boost demand for transition metals like copper, cobalt, nickel and neodymium (used in cables,
lithium ion batteries and magnets for renewable energy generation, transmission and transport). It has left metals analysts asking:
is there enough to go around?

23 kg
Internal
combustion
engine

Plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle

60 kg

Battery-powered
electric vehicle

83 kg

Battery-powered electric bus

≥224 kg
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Assessing deep sea mining impacts (over 200 metres below sea level)
With demand exceeding supply for metals like copper and cobalt needed for the energy transition, negotiations to mine the
ocean floor have begun. The International Seabed Authority has issued 29 licenses to mine in fragile marine ecosystems, but
activity is on hold for further impact assessments.

Production support vessel

Possible impacts
• Loss of substrate
• Seafloor compaction
• Habitat removal
• Mining plumes
• Light
• Noise
• Vibration

Seafloor collector

Polymetallic nodules and cobalt-rich crusts
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Seeking solutions

Changing goals for nature restoration and recovery
There have been numerous initiatives calling for more space for nature to restore itself, but the goalposts keep shifting.
To date, no major global biodiversity targets have been achieved.

1987
Brundtland Commission ‘Our Common Future’

2013
Nature Needs Half

Protect at least

50 per cent

Protect

11 per cent
of the globe
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2021
G7 2030 Nature Compact

2022
Proposed EU Nature Restoration Law

Protect at least

30 per cent

and reverse biodiversity loss by 2030

Protect

20 per cent

of European land and sea by 2030
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Rethinking agriculture

Fertiliser: Surging costs trigger demand for manure and treated human waste
North America
Asia
Europe
Fertiliser price index
25,000
July 2008
US pivot towards biofuels contributes
to demand peak. Greater uplift in
Europe reflects supply of raw
materials and energy inputs

June 2022
China further restricts exports
February 2022
Russia (exporter of 11.5 per cent) invades
Ukraine, and is then hit by sanctions

20,000

October 2021
China (exporter of 12.3 per cent of world’s
nitrogenous fertiliser) curbs exports
January 2020
WHO calls global health
emergency over COVID-19
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“Manure is absolutely a hot commodity.
We’ve got waiting lists.”
Allen Kampschnieder
Consultant, Nutrient Advisors
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Inspired by nature

Addressing emissions in textiles production
Demand for textiles has been growing fast, contributing around ten per cent of global carbon emissions and increasing demand
for water. New biomimetic processes that draw on the way spiders ‘pull’ fibres from protein to create silk-like filaments are being
developed, estimated to use 1,000 times less energy than synthetic fibre formation.

Global fibre production

Silk
Down
Other animal
Wool - sheep

Million tonnes

Other plants
Cotton
Man-made cellulosic fibres

Other synthetics
Polyamide
Polyester
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Production of cheap,
low-cost synthetic fibres
made from oil by-products
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particularly rapidly,
feeding fast fashion
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Circular behaviour
“Many young people buy secondhand clothes, whereas previously it
would have been an activity mainly
undertaken by the elderly or very poor.
The culture is changing.”

Traditional thrift and donation
Resale

47

Tim Cooper
Professor of Sustainable
Design and Consumption,
Nottingham Trent University
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